Professional development courses for teachers of English
TESOL: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
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Taking a teacher training course with ATTC was the best thing I ever did.
Michael – Sydney
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Australian TESOL Training Centre (ATTC)
The Australian TESOL Training Centre (ATTC) is a leading Teacher Training centre with an international reputation for quality and
has extensive experience of providing a range of courses for teachers of English at all stages of their teaching careers.
ATTC was established in 1983 as the teacher training division of the Australian College of English (ACE). ACE is the oldest and
largest independent English language college in Australia and has campuses in Sydney, Brisbane, Perth, Cairns and Darwin that
deliver a range of English language programs to over 6000 students a year. ATTC became the first training institution in Australia to
offer courses leading to University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations Certificates and Diplomas for English language teachers.
ATTC and ACE are part of Navitas, one of the most trusted names in international education with colleges around Australia.

ATTC trains over 700 English language teachers each year on a range of programs at
our training centres in Sydney, Brisbane, Perth and Cairns and also offers overseas
TESOL training programs. Many of these courses are specially designed for
Ministries of Education and educational institutions to meet the specific needs of
their teachers. The TESOL programs offered by ATTC are highly practical and focus
on the development of teaching skills in the classroom as well as the development of
English language skills and knowledge. All programs are delivered by the dedicated
ATTC training team of highly qualified and experienced Teacher Trainers.
ATTC is recognised as a training and testing centre by the University of Cambridge ESOL.
Our training programs are accredited either by the University of Cambridge or by the
National ELICOS Accreditation Scheme (NEAS) – the Australian national body responsible
for accrediting schools and programs for overseas students.

5 reasons to choose a Teacher
Training course at ATTC
• First-class teacher training centre with
fully accredited training programs for all
stages of professional development
• Expert Teacher Training team with many
years of experience
• Multiple locations in Sydney, Brisbane,
Perth and Cairns
• Combine a course at ATTC with a course
at ACE
• ATTC graduates take up teacher training
positions all over the world
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ATTC Trainers
The ATTC Teacher Trainers are the most significant part of your experience at ATTC. They are dynamic, effective and highly skilled at
helping you to achieve your goals and they will support and guide you during your course. ATTC trainers have developed and delivered
training programs for English teachers from around the world and our client feedback typically records outstanding levels of
satisfaction with the quality of the teaching.
All ATTC trainers hold specialist qualifications such as the University of Cambridge ESOL Diploma and Certificate in English Language
Teaching, Masters degrees in TESOL or Applied Linguistics, Certificate IV in Assessment and Workplace Training and relevant first
degrees in education.

ATTC Students
ATTC students come from many different backgrounds and cultures. Some have no
experience of teaching English and simply want to find out more about the field; others
have some experience and want to gain an internationally recognised qualification, while
many are experienced teachers of English who want to develop their skills and
knowledge. Whatever your level of experience or background, ATTC has a course for
you. Your training at ATTC will be an experience which will remain with you for the rest
of your life.

TRAINERS &
STUDENTS

My trainer was an inspiration. I have nothing but praise for the Australian TESOL
Training Centre.
Susan – Australia
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LOCATIONS

I loved ATTC. The facilities are great and everyone is so kind and helpful.
Carla – Brazil

Sydney

Brisbane

Perth

Cairns

The ATTC Sydney training centre is

The ATTC Brisbane training centre is

Located on the west coast in Australia’s

ATTC Cairns is located right in the centre

located in the centre of downtown

located in the centre of Brisbane, with

fastest growing city, Perth is almost 5

of Cairns, just a 2-minute walk from

Sydney. The school is just a 2-minute

access to great shopping, restaurants

hours closer to Europe and Asia than

local bars, restaurants and the popular

walk from Town Hall train station and is

and is close to Surfers’ Paradise and the

other Australian cities. It offers a

Cairns Marina. This buzzing campus with

next to Sydney’s QVB Shopping Centre.

Gold Coast. Weekend travel options

fantastic climate and wonderful scenery

friendly trainers will ensure that you

ATTC Sydney is one of Australia’s most

include trips to Byron Bay, Noosa Heads

with easy access to natural beaches,

make the most of your time in one of

modern teaching facilities. It combines

and Fraser Island. The centre is located

wine-tasting and outback adventure.

Australia’s most beautiful regions, where

wonderful, modern premises with a

in a buzzing ACE campus frequented by

ATTC’s training centre is just 200 metres

it is warm, whatever the time of year.

great location in a dynamic ACE campus.

students from over 40 different countries.

from the beautiful Swan River.

Airlink

Cairns

Sydney – City

Take advantage of ATTC's Airlink option and receive a free single flight transfer to
another ATTC training centre, ACE school or Navitas college in
Sydney/Brisbane/Cairns/Perth/Darwin/Melbourne/Adelaide. Airlink allows students who
are studying at ATTC or ACE for 20+ weeks to study in more than one city.

ACE Darwin
(ACL Darwin)

ATTC Cairns

ATTC Brisbane

ATTC Perth
• Perth Institute of Business
& Technology (PIBT)
• Curtin International College
(CIC)
• Pollin8

Adelaide

• Eynesbury International
• Centre for English Language in
the University of South
Australia (CELUSA)
• South Australian Institute of
Business and Technology
(SAIBT)
• Pollin8

Melbourne
• Hawthorn English Language
Centre (HELC)
• Melbourne Institute of Business
& Technology (MIBT)
• Australian College of Applied
Psychology (ACAP)
• Pollin8

ATTC Sydney
(ACE Manly)
(ACE Sydney City)
(ACE Bondi Junction)
(ACL Sydney)

• Queensland Institute of
Business & Technology
(QIBT)
• Australian College of
Applied Psychology
(ACAP)
• Pollin8
• Sydney Institute of
Business & Technology
(SIBT)
• The Sydney campus of
Curtin University of
Technology
• Macquarie City College
• Australian Campus
Network (ACN)
• Australian College of
Applied Psychology (ACAP)
• Pollin8

Perth

Brisbane

• Experienced Teacher Trainers – Learn from our team of highly qualified Teacher

• Teaching practice and Lesson Observations – You will gain practical experience in

Trainers who have extensive experience of teaching English and training teachers

planning and giving many types of lessons and learn how to reflect on and evaluate

from around the world.

your lessons. Your Teacher Trainer will help you plan your lessons, observe you

• Quality programs for TESOL professionals – ATTC courses are fully accredited and
teachers who complete our TESOL programs go on to teach English around the world.
• Practical demonstrations and workshops – You will experience a wide range of

teaching, and give you useful individual help and advice to develop your teaching
skills. You will also observe real lessons and watch experienced teachers in action.
• English for Teachers – ATTC courses develop the specific language that teachers

activities, materials and tasks that will help your students to use grammar and

need. Improve your English, learn more about the English language and gain

vocabulary to really communicate in English as well as practise their speaking,

confidence in managing your lessons in English.

listening, reading and writing skills. Discover new ways of teaching English.

In addition:
• Australian College of English – ATTC is part of the Australian College of English
(ACE), so all ATTC courses take place in the dynamic environment of Australia’s
leading English language school. ATTC students have the opportunity to interact
with students from around the world and exchange ideas with international
teachers.
• Facilities and services – Each ATTC campus has exceptional facilities with:
– Modern, air-conditioned premises
– Large comfortable classrooms
– Computer laboratories
– Supervised self-access centres
– Accommodation Officers with a range of options including homestay,
apartments and hostels
– Student Welfare Officers
– Academic Counsellors
– A friendly, stimulating environment
• Social and cultural program – All ATTC students can participate in the famous ACE
Boomerang club. Each campus has a Boomerang Club coordinator who can offer
you a great range of social, cultural and sporting activities.
This is a fantastic way of meeting people from around the world and discovering
the real Australia.

WHY CHOOSE

All ATTC TESOL courses are fully accredited and combine practical teaching skills and language development for English Language teachers.

ATTC?
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My TESOL course at ATTC was great. It was so practical and I developed new teaching
skills. The teaching practice was challenging, but I learned so much and my Teacher
Trainer gave me fantastic support and great ideas to improve my teaching.
Nook –Thailand

PATHWAYS
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It was great to have the opportunity to study TESOL courses and other courses. I loved
my IELTS course at ACE and I finished my TESOL course by taking the Cambridge
Teaching Knowledge Test.
Benoit – Belgium

You can combine an ATTC course with a range of exciting programs at ACE, with work experience or with further study at an
Australian university. Below is an example of a study pathway, but many other course combinations are also possible.

Power English

ATTC (5-20 weeks)

3 steps to TESOL

>

ACE (2-20 weeks)

English for Teaching Children
English for Teaching Teenagers
English for TESOL

>

ATTC

University of Cambridge ESOL:
Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT)

> >

Work Experience (2 weeks)

Voluntary Childcare work placement

ACE

University of Cambridge Course
or IELTS course
or Academic English Course

>

University

Post Graduate study. Transfer English for TESOL credits to:

The most widely recognised international qualifications for English language teachers are those offered by the University of
Cambridge ESOL. In 1983 ATTC became the first centre in Australia to offer Cambridge programs and is now one of the largest
University of Cambridge ESOL centres in the world, offering both full and part time programs throughout the year. ATTC graduates
go on to take up teaching positions around the world.

Cambridge ESOL CELTA* (Certificate in English Language Teaching to Adults)

5 reasons to choose CELTA at ATTC

(4-week full time and 12-week part time courses run throughout the year.

• Gain an internationally recognised qualification

* Not available to student visa holders)

• Highly experienced trainers delivering practical teacher training

Thousands of English language teachers around the world hold the internationally

• Travel the world and teach English or teach adults in Australia

recognised CELTA qualification. This program is intended for people who want to become

• Flexible courses held throughout the year

English language teachers and have near-native English language skills. The CELTA

• Excellent pass rate

course is highly practical and combines:
• Teaching skills • Learning about language • Current methodology • Teaching resources

Study Pathways
CELTA and DELTA courses have credit transfers for post-graduate

*

Cambridge ESOL DELTA (Diploma in English Language Teaching to Adults)

courses in TESOL or Applied Linguistics at a range of Australian universities including:

(5 week intensive course – Modules 1 and 2 * Not available to student visa holders)

University of Sydney

Macquarie University

The prestigious University of Cambridge DELTA qualification is held by many of the most

University of New South Wales

University of Technology, Sydney (UTS)

University of Wollongong

University of Canberra

Curtin University of Technology

University of Notre Dame Australia

experienced teachers, Head Teachers, Directors of Studies and Teacher Trainers
worldwide. Applicants for the DELTA course must have a minimum of 2 years of varied
teaching experience. The DELTA combines:
• Practical assessment of teaching • Evaluation of published teaching materials
• Written assignments • A formal examination

Bond University

Charles Sturt University

Deakin University

James Cook University

University of Newcastle

University of Queensland

Monash University

University of South Australia

University of Tasmania

University of Western Australia

University of New England
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CAMBRIDGE
PROGRAMS

I loved the ATTC CELTA course. It was intensive, but dynamic. And having the CELTA has
enabled me to find work in Sydney. I would recommend this course to anyone thinking
about a career in teaching English as a foreign language.
Kate – Australia
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3 STEPS TO
TESOL

The ATTC TESOL course was excellent. It opened my eyes to all sorts of fantastic
teaching techniques that I will be able to use in my teaching job in my country
Mika - Japan

The Australian TESOL Training Centre’s 3-Steps to TESOL is a highly practical TESOL pathway for non-native speaking English
teachers, or for anyone who is interested in becoming a teacher of English.
This 20-week program comprises 3 of ATTC’s most popular programs:
• English for Teaching Children
• English for Teaching Teenagers
• English for TESOL + Cambridge ESOL Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT)
At the end of the program, participants will also have the option of a 2 week voluntary work experience placement in an Australian
childcare centre. The course is highly flexible - You can take the full 20 week 3 Steps to TESOL program, the 10 week Young Learners
package (English for Teaching Children and English for Teaching Teenagers) or just one 5 week module - whatever best suits your needs.

5 reasons to choose a TESOL course at ATTC...
• First-class teacher training centre with an excellent reputation

University of Cambridge ESOL
Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT)

• Expert Teacher Trainers with many years of experience

English for TESOL – 10 Weeks

• Flexible entry points and multiple locations in Sydney, Brisbane, Perth

– Entry level:
– Upper-Intermediate, or
– IELTS 5.5/FCE, or
– TOEFL 500, or
– ATTC Entry Test

and Cairns
• Highly practical courses that meet your needs and give you teaching
practice experience
• Develop your English (English for the teacher) and learn communicative
teaching skills

English for Teaching Teenagers – 5 Weeks
– Entry level:
– Intermediate + , or
– IELTS 5.0, or
– TOEFL 450, or
– ATTC Entry Test

English for Teaching Children – 5 Weeks
– Entry level:
– Intermediate, or
– IELTS 4.5, or
– TOEFL 400, or
– ATTC Entry Test

This course was fantastic. I learned so many great ideas for giving fun lessons to
children and my Teacher Trainer really understood what it’s like to teach in my country.
My favourite part was the craft activities and songs and games – I know my students
are going to love learning English in this way.
Martha – Germany
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TEACHING
CHILDREN

English for Teaching Children is a very practical five week course which provides a fantastic introduction to the methodology and
language skills for Teaching English to young learners.
The course is fully accredited and topics include:
• Understanding how children learn and how to motivate them
• Teaching speaking – Fun songs, rhymes and games
• Teaching listening – Story telling and active “listen and do” ideas
• Teaching reading – Interactive activities for young learners
• Teaching writing – Creative story building, greetings cards and poems
• Teaching vocabulary and pronunciation – Practical fun activities
• Games, resources and materials for young learners – Hundreds of practical ideas and lessons
• Using crafts and models – How to be creative in your classes
• English for Teachers – Be confident when giving instructions and manage your classes in English
Follow your course with two weeks voluntary work experience in an Australian
Childcare centre
In this course you will:
• Participate in practical teaching demonstrations given by your experienced
Teacher Trainer
• Plan and teach your own lessons
• Have practical advice from your Teacher Trainer for improving your teaching
• Visit an Australian Primary School

5 reasons to choose English for Teaching Children
• A highly practical course where you learn real teaching skills
• Develop the English language skills you need to work with children
• Take our childcare work experience program
• Learn from an expert trainer with many years of experience
• Combine with another ATTC or ACE course in Sydney, Brisbane, Perth or Cairns

ATTC English for Teaching Children Fact File
• Choice of course locations in Sydney,
Brisbane, Perth or Cairns
• Start dates every 5 weeks throughout
the year
• Lesson planning and Teaching Practice
• Visit an Australian primary school
• Fun, practical activities to use with children
• On completion of the course participants
receive an ATTC English for Teaching
Children completion certificate

Min. enrolment: 5 weeks
Min. entry level: Intermediate (IELTS 4.5/TOEFL
400/TOEIC 600/ATTC entry test)
Max. class size: 15
Timetable: 2 x 2 hour lessons each day plus 1
hour of supervised study/self access

TEACHING
TEENAGERS
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The English for Teaching Teenagers course gave me confidence in using my English
with my high school students and practical experience in planning and giving real
lessons to motivate my students
Sunny – Korea
ATTC’s English for Teaching Teenagers five week course provides an excellent introduction to the methodology and language skills for
teaching English to teenagers of high school age.
The course is fully accredited and topics include:
• How teenagers learn
• Motivating teenagers - tasks and activities to encourage them to use real English
• Teaching grammar - Language awareness and analysis
• Practical materials and techniques for teenagers
• Project work and technology in the classroom
• English for Teachers - Be confident when using English with your students
Work experience option - Follow your course with two weeks voluntary work experience in an Australian Childcare centre.

In this course you will:
• Learn about current methodology

5 reasons to choose English for Teaching Teenagers
• A highly practical course with relevant activities for teenagers

and teaching tasks for teaching

• Develop the English language skills you need to manage your classes in English

English to teenagers (aged 11 – 17)

• Learn real teaching skills

• Improve your English and learn the
language you need to manage

• Learn from an expert trainer with many years of experience
• Combine with another ATTC or ACE course in Sydney, Brisbane, Perth or Cairns

teenage classes and motivate them
to speak English in class

ATTC English for Teaching Teenagers Fact File

• Participate in practical teaching
demonstrations given by your

• Start dates every 5 weeks throughout
the year

experienced Teacher Trainer

• Lesson planning and Teaching Practice

Min. entry level: Intermediate (IELTS 5.0/TOEFL
450/ATTC entry test)

• Visit an Australian high school

Max. class size: 15

• Motivating, engaging tasks to use with
teenagers

Timetable: 2 x 2 hour lessons each day plus 1
hour of supervised study/self access

• Plan and teach your own lessons
and have practical teaching advice
and feedback on how to improve
your teaching
• Visit an Australian High school

• On completion of the course participants
receive an ATTC English for Teaching
Teenagers certificate

Min. enrolment: 5 weeks
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ENGLISH
FOR TESOL

The English for TESOL course gave me excellent practical experience in planning and
giving real lessons. My ATTC trainer was inspirational and I feel much more confident
using English with my students.
Giuliana – Italy

ATTC’s English for TESOL program is a fully accredited course for non-native speakers of English. If you are already a teacher and
want to develop your skills or if you are a student who wants to become an English teacher, this is the course for you. This course
examines general teaching principles and will enable you to independently plan, deliver and evaluate your own teaching. The
communicative TESOL methodology and practical techniques learned on the course are suitable for teaching adults and can be
adapted for teaching children.
The English for TESOL program consists of two intensive five-week modules that develop practical teaching techniques and
language skills. These modules can be taken independently and in either order.

TESOL Language Module

TESOL Skills Module

(5 weeks/125 hrs intensive course)

(5 weeks/125 hrs intensive course)

• Choice of course locations in Sydney,
Brisbane, Perth or Cairns

• TESOL Methodology
Learn practical teaching techniques and give practice lessons.
Learn how to give:
- Vocabulary lessons
- Grammar lessons
- Pronunciation lessons
- Reading lessons
• TESOL Teaching and Learning Principles
• English for Teachers
Improve your own pronunciation, grammar, listening, reading,
speaking and writing skills

• TESOL Methodology
Learn practical teaching techniques and give practice
lessons.
Learn how to give:
- Speaking lessons
- Listening lessons
- Writing lessons
• Presentation and Research Skills for Teachers
• English for Teachers
Improve your own pronunciation, grammar, listening,
reading, speaking and writing skills

• Start dates every 5 weeks throughout the year
• Lesson planning and Teaching Practice
• Observe real adult classes
• Option to take TKT – internationally
recognised examination for teachers
of English
• Students who successfully complete both
modules are awarded the ATTC English for
TESOL completion certificate

Max Class Size: 15
Timetable: 2 x 2 hour lessons each day plus 1 hour
of supervised study/self access

English for TESOL completion certificate

Cambridge ESOL
Teaching Knowledge Test TKT (optional)
Internationally recognised test for teachers

>

Min. entry level: Upper-Intermediate (IELTS
5.5/TOEFL 500 (pbt) or 173 (cbt)/ATTC
entry test)

>

Min. enrolment: 5 weeks

>

• Credit transfer available into selected postgraduate TESOL programs

+

ATTC English for TESOL Fact File

Credit transfer to university courses

SPECIAL
PROGRAMS
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It wasn’t possible for my school to send us to Australia so ATTC came to us! We had a
great summer learning about new teaching methodology and improving our English.
Now I’m ready to face the new semester with so many great teaching ideas.
Li Chen – China
ATTC is highly experienced at providing special training programs for groups of teachers from overseas. Our clients include English
language teachers from high schools and primary schools as well as tertiary and private educational institutions.
Although all programs focus on practical teaching skills, each course is designed individually to meet the needs of specific groups of
teachers. Options include:
• Courses delivered in Australia or overseas (or a combination of both)
• Intensive course (teachers’ holiday periods) or in-service (evenings and weekends during school terms)
• TESOL methodology or language development (or a combination of both)
• Peer teaching practice (Australia and overseas) or teaching practice with teachers’ own classes (overseas)
• Visits to local schools and educational institutions (Australia)
• Cultural and social program
• Follow up projects and further training as required

5 reasons to choose ATTC for your special programs

Sample timetable

• Many years of experience delivering on-shore and off-shore training programs

TESOL: Communicative Methodology for Primary School Teachers
Overseas

• Flexible programs delivered in Australia and overseas
• Specialist teacher development programs designed for individual groups

WEEK THREE

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Lecture:
Lecture:
Workshop:
9.00 – 11.00 Helping students to Ways of organising Using local text
use English in class speaking activities books for speaking
activities
11.00 – 11.30

Break

Tutor
demonstration:
11.00 – 12.30
Speaking activities

12.30 – 1.30

Lunch

1.30 – 3.30

English for
Teachers Speaking:
Language of
discussion

Break
Tutor
demonstration:
Speaking games

Lunch

Break
Tutor
demonstration:
Planning teaching
practice lessons
Lunch

English for
English for
Teachers Reading: Teachers Writing:
Professional
Lesson plans
article

THURSDAY
Teaching Practice:
Observation of
classes
Break

FRIDAY
Teaching Practice:
Observation of classes

Break

Tutor demonstration: Teaching Practice:
Ways of correcting
Feedback and
students’ oral
discussion
mistakes
Lunch

Lunch

English for Teachers English for Teachers:
Listening: ELT lecture Speaking: Describing
activities

• Courses combine practical teaching focus with language development
• ATTC programs receive excellent feedback from participants

Thank you ATTC – My course in Australia has been a fantastic opportunity to learn
about English speaking culture and it was wonderful to practise my English with my
homestay family. Even though I am an experienced teacher – I learned so many new
teaching ideas – my students will definitely benefit.
Krittalak – Thailand

SPECIAL
PROGRAMS
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Special Programs Fact File
• 1 – 10 week programs available – individually designed

• Courses designed for all levels of language and teaching

according to specific needs

experience

• Courses arranged in teachers’ holidays

• Course completion certificates awarded

• Programs in Australia and overseas

• Cultural and Social program and school visits also included

• Courses for pre-school, primary school and high school

• Optional inclusion - University of Cambridge ESOL Teaching

teachers

Knowledge Test (TKT) - Internationally recognised examination
for teachers of English

• Courses for tertiary teachers and teachers of adults

Sample timetable
TESOL: Communicative Methodology for Primary School Teachers
Australia
WEEK ONE

9.00 – 10.30
10.30 – 11.00

11.00 – 12.30

12.30 – 1.30

1.30 – 3.30

3.30 – 4.00

MONDAY
Group welcome and course
orientation
Coffee break

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

TESOL:
Issues in teaching speaking
Coffee break

TESOL:
Developing listening skills
Visit to Australian primary
school

TESOL:
TESOL:
Principles of a communicative Managing speaking
approach
activities in English
Lunch
Issues in helping children to
communicate in English

Coffee break

Lunch
Introduction to Australian
educational system

Coffee break

THURSDAY

Coffee break
Teaching Practice:
Speaking lessons

Lunch
Workshops:
Speaking tasks for
communication
Coffee break

Lunch
Workshop:
Using songs and jazz chants

Coffee break

FRIDAY
TESOL:
Listening activities
Coffee break
Teaching Practice:
Speaking lessons

Lunch
Workshop:
Using games and competitions

Coffee break

4.00

Orientation to school and
local areas

Social activity:
Guided bus tour of city

Free afternoon

Social activity:
Wildlife park visit

Cultural activity:
Art gallery

Evening

Dinner and evening with
homestay family

Dinner and evening with
homestay family

Welcome party

Dinner and evening with
homestay family

Group excursion

Saturday :
Sunday :

Harbour/River cruise and picnic
Free day with homestay families

CLIENTS
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As a very experienced teacher I thought that my course in Australia would be a great
holiday but I was amazed at how much I learnt on the course and I try out new ideas
with my classes every day. My students have noticed a big difference in my teaching –
they love it!
David – China

ATTC has developed – and delivered – special courses for Ministries of Education and
teaching institutions around the world. All ATTC courses are highly practical and focus
on classroom teaching skills and language development for teachers. ATTC is highly
experienced in designing courses to meet the specific needs of its clients from
educational institutions. These have included:

Chile: Ministry of Education

Australian Department of Education, Science and Training (AEI – International

ATTC was the first Australian institution to be selected by the Chilean Ministry of

Education Network) and Thai TESOL professional Development Project

Education to participate in their national bilingual education project. ATTC has

ATTC was one of 10 Australian institutions selected to participate in a joint Australian–

developed specially designed courses for Chilean primary and high school teachers

Thai project designed to develop the English language teaching skills and language

which include the development and monitoring of projects implemented in schools

competence of 20 Thai primary and secondary teachers.

throughout Chile.

Mongolia: Consortium of Mongolian Management Institutions

China: Min Hang Continuing Educational Institute for Teachers, Shanghai

50 Mongolian teachers of business and accountancy (English Medium) participated in

An intensive course in Communicative Methodology for Listening and Speaking Skills,

this practical program designed to develop their skills in teaching English for Specific

language development and introduction to English speaking culture. Over 600 Chinese

Purposes (ESP).

primary and high school teachers have taken this course.

Indonesia: Indonesia Australia Language Foundation

Thailand: Ministry of Education

ATTC provided an intensive course leading to the award of the prestigious University of

Specially designed courses for Thai high school teachers focussing on teaching English

Cambridge Diploma in English Language Teaching to Adults (DELTA).

to advanced students. This program included teaching practice lessons and school visits.

Hong Kong: International Education Foundation

China: Haidian District Educational Committee, Beijing

A specially designed intensive course in communicative methodology for Chinese

An intensive course in Communicative Methodology for primary and high school children

primary school teachers.

and English language development for teachers. The program has been developed to
include intensive training in Australia and a follow up support program in China.

Taiwan: National Hsin-Chu University of Education
A five week program conducted in Sydney for 27 Taiwanese primary and high school
teachers of English which comprised language development, TESOL methodology and
Australian school visits.

ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation
ATTC recognises that accommodation is a very important part of our students’ experience in Australia. Each ATTC campus has an
accommodation office staffed by experienced accommodation officers who can help you with your accommodation needs.
Homestay
Many ATTC students stay with an Australian family in ‘homestay’ accommodation as this is a fantastic introduction to Australian life
and culture. Living in an Australian home allows students to practise their English, learn about life and customs in Australia and
make new friends.
Other accommodation options include:
• Apartments • Backpackers • Hotels

Social and Cultural activities
All ATTC students on all campuses can
participate in the famous ATTC
‘Boomerang Club’. Each campus has a
boomerang coordinator who can offer
you a great range of social, cultural and
sporting activities. This is a fantastic way
of meeting people from all around the
world and seeing Australia.

& SOCIAL
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Coming to Australia has been the best experience of my life – I learned so much about
Australian culture that I can pass on to my students.
Marian – Spain

C E N T R E
T R A I N I N G

Australian TESOL Training Centre is a division of the Australian College of English Pty Ltd (ABN: 013 022 069 730)
CRICOS Providers
Australian College of English Pty Limited ABN 13 002 069 730 - 00289M (NSW), 02252G (WA), 00711B (QLD)
Correspondence:
Level 1, 31 Market Street,
Sydney NSW 2000
Tel: + 61 2 9389 0249
Fax: + 61 2 9389 7788
E: train@attc.edu.au

Sydney City campus:
Level 1,
31 Market Street,
Sydney NSW 2000
Tel: + 61 2 8252 7500

Perth campus:
Johnston House
259 Adelaide Terrace
Perth WA 6000
Tel: + 61 8 9325 7822

Brisbane campus:
Level 1
295 Ann Street
Brisbane QLD 4001
Tel: + 61 7 3229 0350

ACE

Cairns campus:
Level 2, Village Lane
20 – 32 Lake Street
Cairns QLD 4870
Tel: + 61 7 4051 0422

A U S T R A L I A N

T E S O L

www.attc.edu.au

Australian TESOL Training Centre
Professional development courses for teachers of English
TESOL: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

A U S T R A L I A N

T E S O L

T R A I N I N G

C E N T R E
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ATTC

Sydney – Brisbane – Perth – Cairns
www.attc.edu.au

